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TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Basanti Muduli Success
0006598352/TD- attend school by feeding
0007225292
him/her at school for a year

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Made Munda
0006619803/TD- attend school by feeding
0007248591
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Mami
0006619803/TD- attend school by feeding
Muthamajhi
0007248591
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Basanti Muduli
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Made Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mami
Muthamajhi confirmed of getting
all the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
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TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Mini Raita
0006619803/TD- attend school by feeding
0007248591
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Uttam Mallick
0006619803/TD- attend school by feeding
0007248591
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Surendra Naik Success
0006716852/TD- attend school by feeding
0007366907
him/her at school for a year

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mini Raita
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Uttam Mallick
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Surendra Naik
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
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TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Susanta
0006716852/TD- attend school by feeding
Bastaria
0007366907
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Susila
0006716852/TD- attend school by feeding
Samarath
0007366907
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNEncourage a poor tribal child to Chanchala
0006716852/TD- attend school by feeding
Khara
0007366907
him/her at school for a year

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Susanta
Bastaria confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Susila
Samarath confirmed of getting
all the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Chanchala
Khara confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
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9-Sep-2017

TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Prasanta Majhi Success
0006693845/TD- for one year at our school
0007336804

9-Sep-2017

TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Rasmita Sodi
0006693851/TD- for one year at our school
0007336895

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bharati Singh
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Prasanta Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Rasmita Sodi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Bharati Singh
0006693844/TD- for one year at our school
0007336753

Success
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TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Rahul Wateka
0006693853/TD- for one year at our school
0007336834

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Susanta Majhi
0006693859/TD- for one year at our school
0007336813

Success

9-Sep-2017

TRNHelp educate a poor tribal child Samuel Majhi
0006693861/TD- for one year at our school
0007336765

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Rahul Wateka
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Susanta Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Samuel Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
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A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Anita Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Badri Sabar
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Basudev Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_05,MDO0065_05

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Anita Majhi
student in our school; Evening
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_06,MDO0065_06

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Badri Sabar
student in our school; Evening
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_08,MDO0065_08

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Basudev Majhi Success
student in our school; Evening
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

9-Sep-2017
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A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bhagairathi
Murmu confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bhanumati
Jhodia confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Nabin Ch.Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_09,MDO0065_10

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Bhagairathi
student in our school; Evening Murmu
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_10,MDO0065_1000

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Bhanumati
student in our school; Evening Jhodia
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_101,MDO0065_101

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Nabin Ch.Majhi Success
student in our school; Evening
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

9-Sep-2017
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A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Narasing Jhodia
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Nihameya
Mallick confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Nilakantha
Majhi confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_102,MDO0065_102

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Narasing
student in our school; Evening Jhodia
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_103,MDO0065_103

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Nihameya
student in our school; Evening Mallick
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_104,MDO0065_104

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Nilakantha
student in our school; Evening Majhi
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017
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A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Nilanchal
Mallick confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Pabitra
Ku.Parichha confirmed of
getting all the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Parameswar
Golari confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_105,MDO0065_105

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Nilanchal
student in our school; Evening Mallick
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_106,MDO0065_106

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Pabitra
student in our school; Evening Ku.Parichha
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_107,MDO0065_107

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Parameswar
student in our school; Evening Golari
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017
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A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Prakash Dharua
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Pramod
Golpeda confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Maniram Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_108,MDO0065_108

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Prakash
student in our school; Evening Dharua
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0064
0065/MDO0064_109,MDO0065_109

Breakfast and lunch of a tribal Pramod
student in our school; Evening Golpeda
snacks and dinner of a tribal
student in our school

Success

9-Sep-2017

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0066/1006 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Maniram
Munda

Assessor
Name

BENEFICIARY VISIT REPORT
NAME OF THE NGO:Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences
NGO ID:899
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Date of
Verification
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MDO-0066/1007 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Mansingh
Munda

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0066/1008 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Mashak Munda Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0066/1009 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Mohar Sandil

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mansingh
Munda confirmed of getting all
the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mashak Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mohar Sandil
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

Success

Assessor
Name
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MDO-0066/101

Date of
Verification
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Nabin Ch.Majhi Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0066/1010 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Mukesh Naik

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0066/1011 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Pitambar Naik

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Nabin Ch.Majhi
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Mukesh Naik
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Pitambar Naik
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Status

Assessor
Name
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MDO-0066/1012 Educate a tribal child in our
school by donating to our
teachers salary

Prakash
Munda

Success

9-Sep-2017

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Dinesh Kanhar Success
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_034 ,
MDO-0282_034

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Prakash Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Esiya
Gagerenga confirmed of getting
all the meals at no cost
whatsoever and is not charged
for anything ranging from
education to study materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Dinesh Kanhar
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Esiya
MDOa tribal student in our school
Gagerenga
0282/MDO0281_033 ,
MDO-0282_033

Assessor
Name

BENEFICIARY VISIT REPORT
NAME OF THE NGO:Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences
NGO ID:899
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Name
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Date of
Verification

Remarks

Assessor
Name

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Dehury Munda Success
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_035 ,
MDO-0282_035

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Chhitaranjan
MDOa tribal student in our school
Naik
0282/MDO0281_036 ,
MDO-0282_036

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Bulu Bhumija
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_037 ,
MDO-0282_037

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Dehury Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Chhitaranjan
Naik confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bulu Bhumija
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
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MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Bishnu Naik
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_038 ,
MDO-0282_038

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Bikran Barla
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_039 ,
MDO-0282_039

Success

9-Sep-2017

MDO-0281
Provide breakfast and lunch for Bijaya Munda
MDOa tribal student in our school
0282/MDO0281_040 ,
MDO-0282_040

Success

9-Sep-2017

A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bishnu Naik
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bikran Barla
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.
A campus of 25000 children is Pauras
an extremely difficuly affair.
Especially when the children
who study there are from
various tribes of Odisha. After
having gone through their entire
campus, state of art and use of
modern technology in education
was a treat. Really smart bunch
of children, spoke effortlessly,
sung songs with me and also
sung a few of the tribal songs.
From arts to science to sports to
literature, the campus seemed
extremely rich. While going
around, I suggested the
Principal to gather all the
students supported by
GiveIndia in one classroom so
that I could talk to them at large
about the benefits they have
been receiving. Bijaya Munda
confirmed of getting all the
meals at no cost whatsoever
and is not charged for anything
ranging from education to study
materials.

